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OF A LASER INTERFEROMETRIC

Thermal expansion is one of the rnost frequently rneasured

physical properties of materials. Or:e of the important methods

of detecting and rneasuring these changes is dilatornetry, which

is rneasuring the thermal expansion of the specimen and relating

the specimen's expansionto its ternperature.

Four major types of dilatorneters are cornmonly used:

The precision rnicrornetric rnethod, the Fizeau-Pulfrich inter-

ferornetric dilatorneter, the quartz tube and dial indicator

apparatus, and the autographic optical lever rnethod. These

rnethods have various shortcornings and are not particularly

suited for high t.ernperature application.

The developrnent of the laser, which provided a high

intensity monochrornatic light source, prornpted the investigation
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of interferornetric configurations as a dilatorneter technique. The

interferorneter has distinct advantages over other systerns in that

the measurement is absolute, that is, calibration is not needed as

rrreasurernents are rnade directly in terms of a wavelength of

Iight and are relatively contactless in nature.

The purpose of this investigation was to deterrnine the

feasibility of a dilatorneter using an interferornetric configuration

with a gas laser light source and to construct a working rnodel

Interferorneters characteristically break a light bearn into two

wave trains which, when reunited, will interfere if a phase shift

has occurred. The dilatometer configuration developed suspends

the specimen in the center of a one inch by eight inch long

tantalurn heating element such that the specirnen is contained in

one of the beams of the interferorneter, As the specirnen changes

Iength, the path containing the specimen changes length, causing

a change in the point of interference. The interference bands are

counted as they pass in front of a photoconductive ceII orifice.

The only direct contact between the specirnen and the dilatorneter

is at the supporting wires.

The feasibility of using an interferornetric configuration

utilizing the polished ends of the specirnen has been demonstrated

by various experiments, one of which was to produce fringes at

l, 000o C using a polished steel specirnen. Various experirnents



using a Michelson interferorneter and a gas laser produced clear,

stable fringes which could be easily counted. Prelirninary mea-

surements have been rnade to 500oF with the dilatorneter.

The specirnen and support system were heated to 1, 000" C

for one hour. The performance of the vacuum systern and the

cooling systern was satisfactory. Subsequent inspection of the

support systern, etc. , showed that it was undamaged. Ca1cula-

tions indicate an upper lirnit of the present configuration with the

particular laser light source to be about 1, 800o C. Preliminary

data indicate the accuracy of the apparatus to be about five per

cent cornpared to a probable accuracy for an irnproved rnodel of

about two per cent.

The dilatorneter rneasurernent errors can be grouped in

optical errors, errors due to differential thermal expansion in

the apparatus, and readout errors. Most of the errors are

independent of the coefficient of expansion of the specimen; thus,

the percentage error will be largely deterrnined by the coefficient

of therrnal expansion of the rnaterial rneasured. A11 of the errors

except the errors due to the rnovernent of the specirnen and its

support systern can be reduced or elirninated by proper design

and use of rnaterials which have low coefficients of therrnal

expansion. Movernent of the specirnen causes a series of second

order errors, estirnated in the aggregate to be less than



twenty rnillionths of an inch per 100'C.

The use of the gas laser light source in an interferornetric

configuration for dilatornetry is feasible and has definite high

temperature potential. A working model has been built and sorne

preliminary naeasurement capability dernonstrated.
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OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this investigation was to deterrnine the

feasibility of. a dilatometer using an interferometric configuration

with a gas laser light source and to construct a working model to

be used in the evaluation of the proposed configuration.



DEVELOPMENT OF. A LASER
INTERFEROMETRIC DILAT OMETER

INTRODUCTION

Therrnal expansion is one of the most frequently rneasured

physical properties of rnaterials. Practically all rnaterials undergo

a change of dirnensions when they are heated or cooled. The expan-

sion or contraction is the sarne in all directions for isotropic

bodies, and is dependent upon direction for anisotropic bodies.

The quantitative values of therrnal expansion and the

detection of solid state transforrnations (changes in crystal

structure) are of interest in rnetallurgical research. Both the

thermal rnethod (ternperature-tirne cooling curves) and the

dilatornetric rnethod (temperature-length curves) are used in

investigating transformations. Dilatometric rnethods have the

advantage that ternperatures rnay be passed through slowIy or

quickly, or the sarnple rnay be held at a given ternperature for

any length of tirne to attain equilibriurn.

Two inherent difficulties are encountered in dilatornetric

work: 1) the change in length to be rneasured is very srnall; and

Zl t}:e sarnple holders and detecting equiprnent have expansions

which rnust be either eliminated or allowed for in the calculations



(necessitating knowledge of the ternperature distributions and

expansion characteristics of the apparatus).

A review article by Hidnert and Souder surnmarizes the types

of dilatorneters comrnonly used and gives an extensive list of

references(1). The four major types of dilatorneters are 1) the

precision micrornetric method, Z) the Fizeau-Pulfrich interfero-

rnetric dilatometer, 3) the fused qruartz tube and dial indicator

apparatus, and 4) the autographic optical lever rnethod.

In the precision rnicrornetric rnethod, the position of the ends

of the sarnple is indicated by fine wires hanging frorn the ends of

the sarnple. The change in length is indicated by two rnicrorneter

rnicroscopes mounted on a comparitor and separated by a distance

approximately equal to the sample length. The sarnple is heated or

cooled and the positions of the vertical wires are recorded. The

changes in length are deterrnined directly with no corrections for

sarnple holder, etc. , being required. For rnaxirnurn sensitivity,

relatively long sarnples, up to as rnuch as 50 centirneters in

length, are required.

The r.izeau-Pulfrich interferornetric dilatorneter separates

two transparent fused qwartz optical flats by about 20 rninutes of

arc. W'hen illurninated with rrronochrornatic light, a set of

interference fringes is produced by the interference of light

reflected between the lower surface of the upPer plate and the



upper surface of the lower plate. A change in the sample size

brings about a Erovement of fringes past a reference mark on the

lower surface of the upper plate. The therrnal expansion of the

sarnple is determined by counting the nurnber of fringes passing a

fixed point during a measured ternperature interval.

The fused qwartz tube and dial indicator apparatus positions

a Z0 centirneter sarnple in a fused quartz tube which has been sealed

at the bottorn. A rnoveable fused qwartz rod resting on the sarnple

transrnits the rnotion due to the expansion of the sarnple to a dial

indicator gage at the open top of the tube. The readings of the dial

indicator register the differential expansion of the sarnple relative

to an equal length of fused quartz. (A small correction must be

added to correct for the therrnal expansion of the quartz. )

The autographic optical lever method features a rnirror

supported by a tripod, one leg of fused silica, one leg the sarnple

itself, and one leg a chrornel A rod. The fused silica rod acts as

a fixed point to support one corner of the rnirror. The chrornel A

rod tilts the rnirror an angle proportional to the ternperature.

The rnirror is tilted by the sarnple through a second angle which

is proportional to the change in sarnple length. The expansion of

the chrornel A rod is practically linear with ternperature; thus,

if the three legs are arranged so the tilting due to the sarnple

expansion will be at right angles to that due to the chrornel, a spot
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of light focused on the rnirror reflected to a glass screen describes

a curve as the ternperature increases. The ordinate of the curve

describes the expansion of the sample and the abscissa the expansion

of the chromel rod or the ternperature.

Various methods of recording changes in length have also

been developed for the various dilatornetric methods described

above. The expansion of the sarnple can rnove one plate of the

capacitor or the iron core of a srnall transforrrrer. Autornatic

recording interferometric devices have been used to replace the

dial indicator in quartz tube dilatorneters.

Some of the problems involved in these forms of measure-

msrt of thermal expansion are the following: l) inherent difficulties

of devices with rnechanical rnotions such as back lash, friction,

etc. ; 2) problerns arising fromcontact, such as contact forces,

incornpatibility of rnaterials at contact points, and uneven ternpera-

ture distributions in the test specirnen; 3) making corrections

based upon the assurnptions of the known properties of rnaterials

such as quartz rod, etc., and assurning that the rod and specirnen

are at the sarne ternperature over the sarne length; and 4) required

sarnple size and shape.



THEORY AND OPERATION

As stated in the Introduction, the purpose of a dilatorneter is

to detect and relate to ternperature changes in the length of a

specirnen which occur during heating or cooling. Both the detec-

tion of relative change for phase transformation studies and the

absolute rrreasurernent of the length change are desireable.

The development of the laser, which provided a high

intensity monochrornatic light source, prornpted the investigation

of interferornetric configurations as a dilatorneter technique. The

interferorneter has distinct advantages over other systerns in that

the rneasurernent is absolute, that is, calibration is not needed as

rxreasurernents are rnade directly in terrns of a wavelength of

light (6328 angstrorns for a gas laser) and rneasurement is

relatively contactless in nature.

The interferornetric configuration used is a rnodified

Michelson interferorneter (Figure 1) sirnilar to interferorneter

LZK-57 f.or the rneasurernent of diarneter of balls used by

Kolorniitsov and Egudkin(2). Interferometers characteristically

break a light beam into two wave trains which, when reunited,

will ttinterfererr if a phase shift has occured. The specirnen

whose expansion is to be rneasured is contained in one leg of the
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interferorneter and the other leg is used to forrn the interfering

bearn. A change in the length of one of the legs, 4s would be

caused by the elongation of the specimen, will cause a shift in

the interference fringe pattern. A rnovement of one fringe-width

in the fringe pattern means the leg has changed length by a distance

of t with respect to the other leg, )r being the wave length of the

Iight source,

The ability of the interferorneter to measure changes in

length is dependent upon a highly monochromatic coherent tight

Bource, highly reflective surfaces, stability of the configuration,

and a readout system which can keep track of the number of

fringes which pass a reference point. The ternperature limitation

is dependent upon the maintenance of high reflectivity and a

sufficiently bright light source. Until the developrnent of the laser,

sufficiently bright light sources were not available with the

required rnonochromacy and coherence,

The ternperature lirnitation of a particular laser, thus the

apparatus, will be when therrnoiserror radiation emitted frorn the

hot sample I'washes outrr the interference pattern. This will

depend upon the rnaintenance of high reflectivity as well as the

initial brightness of the light source. Optical filtering will

greatly increase this upper lirnit and suitable ten angstrorn band-

width filters are readily available. The Spectra Physics rnodel 130



gas laser has a rnaxirnurn power output of about 0.014watts per

square centimeter. At 1,800"C and 6328 angstroms, a value of

0. 006 watts per square centimeter per ten angstrom bandwidth

for a 'rblack bodyrr can be calculated from Planckrs Law. Thus,

I, 800o C would be a reasonable estirnate of the uPPer ternperature

limit of the apparatus using this particular gas laser and a ten

angstrom bandwidth interference filter.

Mernoranda published by the Battelle Mernorial Institute in

1961 indicate the reflectance of polished rnolybdenurn, tantalurn,

and tungsten to be 5010 to 70To to about Z,000oC (3), In a high

vacuulrr experirnent run by the author at the Bureau of Mines

in Albany, Oregon, in the FaII of 1963, interference fringes were

produced from an interferometric arrangernent using a polished

304 stainless steel specimen susPended in an induction furnace

and heated up to its rnelting ternperature, or above 1, 000o C.

Interference fringes were detected until the specimen started

rnelting.

The above inforrnation indicates loss of reflection of the

specirnen should not be a problern.

The dilatometer configuration developed suspends the

specirnen in the center of a one inch diarneter by eight inch long

tantalurn heating elernent. As shown in Figure I, the laser

bearn enters the vacuum charnber and is split into two beams.



One bearn is reflected frorn the bearn splitter to rnirrors four,

five, six, seven, eight and nine to beam splitter two and becornes

the reference bearn. The bearn passes through beam splitter one,

is reflected from the specirnen back to bearn splitter one, then

over to rnirror one, mirror two, rnirror three to the opposite end

of the specimen, and is reflected off the specirnen to bearn

splitter two where it is joined with the reference bearn to forrn an

interference pattern. As the specirnen changes length, the path

containing the specirnen changes length, causing a change in the

point of interference. The interference bands are counted as they

pass in front of the photoconductive cell orifice.

The only direct contact between the specimen and the

dilatorneter is at the supporting wires. The use of wires rnini-

rnizes the amount of shielding of the specirnen frorn the heating

elernent and also minirnizes the arnount of heat transferred frorn

the specimen. The wires are under spring tension to autornatically

compensate for the therrnal expansion of the wires thernselves.

A vacuurn of about one rnicron of mercury pressure can be

rnaintained by the rnechanical roughing purnp and the diffusion

purnp. A vacuurn-tight systern is needed for optirnum operation.

A vacuum substantially reduces the arnount of surface contarni-

nation on the specirnen which would reduce its reflectivity, and

al so elirninates the need for corrections due to the changes in the
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indicies of refraction in the different parts of the dilatorneter,

narnely the hot region inside the heating elernent which is traversed

by the main bearn and the relatively cold region outside which is

traversed by the interfering bearn. The path lengths are very

nearly equal inside the vacuurn and outside the vacuum, eliminating

the need for corrections during the run. The velocity of light is

constant in the vacuurn, but is influenced by air density (tempera-

ture dependent) in the atrnosphere.

A low voltage AC current frorn a saturable reactor supplies

the energy to heat the heating element and cooling is provided by

circulating water.

Another feature of the dilatorneter is supporting the speci-

Eren as a sirnple bearn at points about Z0o/o of. its length frorn the

ends. Supporting the specirnen in this manner balances the

rnasses of the beam such that when it sags under its own weight,

the slope of the ends rernains constant, thus rnaintaining the

interferornetric configuration. The sagging would occur when the

rnaterial softens near its rnelting point.
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APPARATUS

The interferornetric dilatorneter features a modified

Michelson interferorneter with a Spectra Physics rnodel 130 gas

laser. The laser has an output of about four-tenths of a rnilli-

watt (a two-tenths rnilliwatt laser rnodified with a totally reflecting

rnirror), and it is extrernely monochromatic and coherent. Pre-

cision bearn splitters and front surface mirrors guide the light

beam around the paths and put thern back together again. The

fringes are detected by a Clairex 907N cadrniurn sulfide photo-

conductive celI which is biased by about 50 volts DC. The

voltage drop across a ten ohrn resistor is rnonitored by a Leeds

Northrup Double X recorder. Both channels measure zero to

ten millivolts full sca1e.

A chromel alurnel therrnocouple was spot welded to the

specirnen and its EMF was rrreasured by the other channel of

the recorder. (ASTM B-95-39 recornrnends the use of three

thermocouples in establishing the ternperature of the specirnen. )

The therrnocouple leads are run out through the vacuum systern

through cornrrercial packing glands. The specirnen is supported

in the center of a 0. 005 inch thick, one inch diarneter by eight

inch longtantalurn heating elernent, which is powered by a l5 volt
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600 arnp capacity saturable reactor power corrtroller.

The support systern (Figure 2) consists of an X configura-

tion of 0. 015 inch diameter rnolybdenurn wires which support the

specimen and in turn are suspended frorn four ten pound per inch

quarter-inch diarneter steel springs with a tension adjustrnent

mechanisrn. The tension adjustment rnechanisrns are attached to

a seven inch diameter ring, The purpose of this configuration is

to provide a rninirnurn of specimen contact, a rninirnurn of lateral

force on the specirnen, and autornatic cornpensation for thermal

elongation of the supporting wires.

The vacuurn systern with a vacuurn of about one rnicron of

mercury pressure and a leak rate of about two rnicron liters per

rninute is built around a rnechanical purnp and a four inch diffusion

pump, and associated lines and valving. A cross-over line is

provided to elirninate the need of cooling the diffusion purnp

between runs. The optics are rnounted on a 13 inch diameter by

a one-half inch thick plate which is located in the vacuurn

chamber and slanted at a Z.0" angle so the light bearns rniss the

springs, etc. The one inch base plate of the apparatus is

rnounted on optical benches and a granite surface plate and

stand. Five hundred pound per inch vibration absorber springs

are used to support the stand frorn the floor and reduce the

arnount of transrnitted vibration. The floor of the roorn is a
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separate slab to rninirnize transmission of vibration frorn the

surrounding waIls.

Figure 2 shows the layout of the dilatorneter apparatus and

Figure 3 is an actual photograph. Figure 4 is a cross sectional

view of the furnace and specirnen support systern, and Figure 5

is an actual photograph. tr.igure 5 is a photograph of the specirnen

support systern showing a specimen in place.

A listing of the rnajor components are as follows:

1. Gas laser modified with one totally reflecting rnirror.

Power output approximately 0. 4 rnilliwatt at 6328 t , 0Z

angstrorn. (Spectra Physics rnodel 130)

?.. One pair interferorneter plates (beam splitters), one

plate partially aluminized to provide approxirnately equal

transrnission and reflection. ZOrnrn x 30rnrn x 6mrn.

(Geartner L571P)

3. Seven front surface pyrex mirrors, ZLrnrn diarneter,

deviation frorn flatness less than 0. 1 wavelength.

(Geartner L673RP21)

4, Cadrniurn sulfide photoconductive ce11. (Clairex 907N)

5. Granite surface pIate, 36" x 48rr x trr deep. (Do-A11

Cornpany)

6. Furnace controller, 15 volt 600 amp AC capacity.

7. Mechanical vacuurn purnp.
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Figure 3
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B. Four inch diffusion purnp.

9. Heating elernent, 0. 005 inch thick by eight inches long

by one inch diarneter. Tantalurn elernent.

10. Cooling shield, four inch diarneter coPper PiPe, nine

inches long, wrapped with one-quarter inch diarneter copper

tubing.

11. Heat shields, . 005 molybdenurn sheet.

lZ. Support wires, 0. 015 rnolybdenurn wire.

13. Specirnen support ring, seven inch diarneter by one-

quarter inch wall by two inch long pipe.

14. Optical plate, 13r' diarneter by one-half inch thick

plate.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The first objective of the project was to establish the

feasibility of the proposed method of rneasurernent. Calculations

of the ernittance of a specirnen at high temperatures, assurning

black body conditions, indicated that a low power gas laser could

be used to forrn a fringe pattern which would be discernable with

suitable filtering to about 1,800oC. A Spectra Physics rnodel 130

gas laser was acquired and experirnents were rnade to establish

the suitability of the gas laser.

The first experirnent was to set up a sirnple Michelson

interferorneter and obtain a fringe pattern using a polished stain-

less steel specirnen. This was accornplished satisfactorily and

eventually the entire dilatorneter interferometric configuration

was set up using a two inch gage block for a specirnen. Warrning

or cooling of the specirnen would cause the fringes to rnove

co r r e spondingly.

The next experiment was to deterrnine if fringes could be

made using a red-hot specirnen as one of the mirrors in the

interferorneter. Fringes were produced frorn a polished stain-

less steel specirnen to 11 000oC. These experirnents indicated

that the specirnen ends could be polished and used as rni.rrors in
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an interferometric configuration and that at 1, 000"C, fringes

could be produced which were visible.

The next problem was to construct a model of the dilatorneter

which could be used for preliminary measurernents. A rnock-up

of the specirnen support systern was made and found to be

reasonably stable. Vibration was a severe problem frorn the

beginning, and experiments could be run only at night when the

station was relatively quiet. Although the floor of the room

where the dilatorneter is located is a separate slab and the dilato-

rreter is rnounted upon a granite surface plate which provides a

large rnass, vibrations were still transrnitted through the floor

and up to the dilatorneter. The vacuurn systern also presented a

problern, and rnany weeks of patient leak detection finally

yielded a systern which had the capability of a vacuurrr of less

than ten rnicrons of rnercury pressure and a leak rate of less

than two micron liters per rninute.

A two inch Elstrorn chrorne plated gage block was cut into

four pieces for use as specirnens for early trials of the dilato-

rneter. A two inch long by one-quarter inch diarneter specirnen

size had been selected on the basis of the probable availability of

sarnples for actual dilatornetry work. After the dilatorneter model

was assernbled and a fringe pattern produced, a readout systern

consisting of. a Texas Instruments IN2175 Photo-Duo-Diode with
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an arnplifier, power source, and strip ch.art recorder readout

was used to obtain the first actual counting of fringes.

The first atternpts to measure the expansion coefficient of

the steel specirnen resulted in errors of about L5To to Z0lo on tjr.e

plus side. A noticeable drift in the fringes was encountered at

the onset of the experiments when the laser was turned on. It

was noticed this drift slowed down considerably after the laser

had been on for several hours.

A closer look at the seerningly slight frequency shift of

the laser, plus or rninus two-hundredths of an angstrorn, showed that

this could result in 1.5 rnillionths of an inch shift per inch of

path length difference. The two path lengths were then rnade

equal, but this resulted in an increased sensitivity to vibration

because of the additional path length and rnirrors needed.

Interferornetry devices are inherently vibration sensitive

because of the sensitivity of changes of distance between the

rnirrors. The sources of vibration were 1) vibrations being

transrnitted through the floor and up into the apparatus frorn

external sources in the building, Z) t}l.e rnechanical vacuum

pump was transmitting vibrations through the vacuurn hose,

3) the transforrner and the power supply lines were both trans-

rnitting and inducing vibrations, 4) the water cooling lines, and

5) occasional vibrations were being ernitted by the diffusion purnp.
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The surface plate, including the apparatus and stand, was

rnounted on springs to isolate it frorn vibrations being transmitted

through the floor. The mechanical vacuum pump was rnounted to

the wall and the vacuurn hose was run to a piece of pipe rnounted

firmly to the wall, and then a second section of hose was run over

to the table. A buss assernbly was rnounted on the wall to isolate

the power transformer and most of the cable from the table.

The high arnperage AC current flowing through the power cables

set up a rnagnetic field which actually rnade the cables themselves

blazz and some vibration was still being transmitted frorn the

wall to the cable and also through the water lines.

The next rnodification was to cluster the optical arrange-

ment around the furnace rnounted on a plate which would

actually be inside the vacuurn charnber. The optics were

mounted to a piece of three-quarter inch plywood 13 inches in

diarneter which had been cut out to clear the cooling shield and

specirnen support ring. This reduced the path length f.rorn LZ5

inches to about 25 inches. The ring was rnounted about 20

degrees frorn horizontal so the light bearns would rniss the

supporting springs, etc.

This configuration was found to be very satisfactory and,

along with the isolation of external vibrations, fringes could be

clearly obtained and counted with the rnechanical purnp
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and power transforrner and water on.

The IN2175 Photo-Duo-Diode was found to have unsatisfactory

frequency response at the relatively low intensities of the fringe

pattern. A Clairex 907N photoconductive cell was selected and

found to have good response to the very low light levels. Measure-

rnents of the steel specimen have been made to about 500'F in the

atrnosphere. The present configuration is being rebuilt with sorne

Invar corrponents to minirnize the errors due to change in distance

between the rnirrors and movement of the specirnen during the

run due to rnovernent of its support ring.

It is felt that the feasibility of the instrument and of this

particular configuration has been dernonstrated and rnost of the

initial problerns overcome. The errors in the prelirninary data

which have been obtained can be reduced or elirninated by

persistent developrnent and irnprovernent of the instrurnent,

Elirnination of therrnal expansion errors and operation in a

vacuurn will undoubtedly be a major step in irnproving the

operation of the dilatorneter.
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RESULTS

The results of the developrnent and experirnental work can

surnrnarized as follows :

1. The suitability of the gas laser light source in an inter-

ferornetric configuration was dernonstrated by various

experirnents using a Michelson interferorneter and a gas

laser. C1ear, stable fringes were produced which could

be easily counted.

Z. The feasibitity of using an interferometric configuration

utilizing the polished ends of the specirnen has been

dernonstrated by various experirnents, one of which was to

produce fringes to 1,000oC using a polished steel specirnen.

3. The suitability of the Clairex 907N photoconductive cell

as a rneans of counting fringes and the use of the strip chart

recorder to record thern has been dernonstrated by pre-

liminary rneasurernents which have been rnade to 500oF.

4. The furnace and support systern were heated to 11 000"C

and held for one hour with a vacuum of less than ten microns

of rnercury pressure at a leak rate of less than two rnicron

liters per rninute. The cooling water frorn the busses and

cooling shell was cool to the touch at discharge and the rest
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of the apparatus rernained cool, indicating adequate cooling

capacity. Subsequent inspection of the support systern,

etc. , showed that it was undarnaged.

5. Calculations comparing the brightness of the laser light

to the specirnen radiation indicate a rnaximum upper lirnit

for the particular laser light source of about 1, 800o C. Data

published by BattelleMernoriallnstitr:te onthe emittance of tan-

talurn, rnolybdenurn andtungsten indicate these rnaterials to

have a reflectivity of about 7O%to about 2,000oC.

6. Prelirninary data indicate the accuracy of the apparatus

to be about five per cent cornpared to a probable accuracy

for a slightly irnproved rnodel of about two per cent.

Measurernent of therrnal expansion of a steel specirnen has

been rnade to about 500of'. The ou.tput w'as recorded on a strip

chart with the ternperature (in rnillivolts frorrr the chrornel

alurnel thermocouple) on one channeL of the recorder and photo-

o nductive ceII output on the other channel. Figure 7 is a

reproduction of a portion of one run. 'Ihe data frorn this run are

plotted in Figure 8 (the nurnber of fringes versus the ternperature

in degrees Farenheit) to dernonstrate the type of results

obtained.
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DISCUSSION OI. EQUIPMENT ERRORS

The measurement errors of the dilatorneter can be divided

into three general classifications. The first group of errors are

optical errors, or the errors due to the frequency shift of the

laser wave length and the velocity of light in the media through

which it travels. The second and largest group of errors are

errors in the apparatus due to differential therrnal expansion in

the apparatus which can change the distance between the rnirrors

and movement of the specimen supports, etc. The third group of

errors are readout errors which are errors in the instrurnentation

from the photoconductive cell to the recorder, and errors in

rneasuring the actual ternperature of the specirnen, including its

readout.

Most of the errors are independent of the coefficient of

expansion of the specirnen; thus, the percentage error will

largely be deterrnined by the coefficient of therrnal expansion of

the rnaterial which is being rneasured and the other errors will

be largely fixed for any ternperature span. This is an irnportant

point because Erany of the refractory rnaterials such as tungsten

and rnolybdenurn have low coefficients of therrnal expansion.

The laser frequency can shift from its basic fundarnental

rnode of.6328 angstrorrls, t O. OZ angstrorn units. This does not
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seern very significant, but when differences in path length between

the two legs of the interferorneter exist, this causes an error of

about 1. 5 rnillionths of an inch per inch of path length difference

maxirnum.

Most of the apparatus error is due to the therrnal expansion

of the base plate, mirrors, rnirror holders, and specirnen support

systern. Movement of the specirnen contributes errors of the

second order type. Figure 9 illustrates these errors. A11 of

these errors can be reduced to a segrnent of arc as shown in the

figure.

The last set of errors are in the readout systern and are

due to the response of the equiprnent to changes, the accuracy of

ternperature rneasurernent, and the rounding off error in the

fringe counting. The use of a two-channel recorder autornatically

correlates the ternperature and therrnal expansion readouts. The

ternperature gradients can and will exist in the specirnen' These

can be rninirnized by using several thermocouples or allowing the

specirnen to stabilize therrnally.

One of the f eatu.res of the dilatorneter is that

corrections need not be made for the expansion of part of the

apparatus, although it is advisable to rninirnLze or elirninate the

expansion of all parts of the apparatus with the exception of the

specirnen itself. The only parts of the dilatorneter in physical
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contact with the specirnen are the supporting wires and the

therrnocouple,.

The interferometer path lengths have been equalized to

reduce error caused by the laser frequency shift. This error is

only a few rnillionths of an inch per inch path length difference,

so if the path lengths are alrnost equal, it can be considered

in significant.

The errors due to therrnal expansion of the base plate,

optical plate and specirnen support ring could be largely elirnina-

ted by the use of Invar. These errors are present in the prelirni-

nary data , but should be elirninated by the subsequent development

of the dilatorneter.

The specirnen support systern probably contributes the rnost

consistent errors. The rnaxirnurn probable rnovernent due to

differential therrnal expansion of the supporting wires should be

less than two thousanths of an inch per 100oC. This is based

on a coefficient of therrnal expansion of rnolybdenurn of five

rnillionths of an inch per inch per degree Centigrade and the

length of the support wires being approxirnately four inches.

The contribution of the different cornponents of movement would

be a maxirnurn of one to four rnillionths of an inch each. Assurning

a randornness and independence, an error of about one fringe

width or about 12 rnillionths of an inch per 100o C could be
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expected as a rrraxirnurn probable error.

These errors in the readout systern, which includes the

photoconductive celI and recorder, should be less than one-half

fringe, or about six millionths of an inch, for any continuous run.

Fringe counting rates exceeding 50 fringes per rninute can be

satisfactorily recorded. This is more than adequate for rnost

applications where slow heating and cooling rates are the rule to

allow for therrnal equilibriurn.

Thus, a reasonable estimate for the dilatometer accuracy

which can be expected would be about 20 rnillionths of an inch per

100'C. For a rnaterial with a therrnal expansion of five

rnillionths of an inch per inch per degree Centigrade, using a

two inch specirnen, a total expansion of one thousand rnillionths

of an inch would occur, yielding a system accuracy of about two

per cent.

The difference between the

accuracy of the preliminary data

of the optical plate and specirnen

change in the density of the air in

path.

estirnated accuracy and the

was probably due to the expansion

support ring, etc., and the

the heating element optical
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CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results

of this developrnent:

1. The use of a gas laser light source in an interferometric

configuration for dilatornetric investigation is feasi.ble.

Z. The configuration has definite high temperature

potential.

3. A rnodel can be built with prelirninary rrreasurernent

capability.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

t. A study should be rnade of the rnaintenance of satis-

factory reflectivity and flatness of a polished surface at high

temperature. This would include vacuum or inert atrnosphere

requirernents and special surface preparation techniques.

Z. The possibility of using either a higher powered gas

laser or a pulsed ruby laser should be investigated. Gas lasers

with ten tirnes the power used and ruby lasers with thousands of

tirnes the power used in this experirnent are available.

3. Experirnents should be rnade to deterrnine the ultirnate

capability of the gas laser used. These would be setting up a

polished specirnen in a furnace as part of an interferornetric

configuration and by filtering out the noise from specimen

ernittance, rnonitoring the ternperature and deterrnining the point

at which the noise washes out the interference signal.

4. The obvious recornrnendation is to continue developrnent

of the present configuration at increasing ternperatures, irnproving

the design and operation to reduce error and increasing the

operating temperature of the device. This would entail irnproving

the vacuum and thermal stability of the equiprnent.
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